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Abstract. We describe our submission to the Image Relevance Assessment Task
(IRAT) at the 2012 Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) Crowdsourcing Track.
Four aspects distinguish our approach: 1) an interface for cohesive, efficient topicbased relevance judging and reporting judgment confidence; 2) a variant of Welinder and Perona’s method for online crowdsourcing [17] (inferring quality of the
judgments and judges during data collection in order to dynamically optimize
data collection); 3) a completely unsupervised approach using no labeled data
for either training or tuning; and 4) automatic generation of individualized error
reports for each crowd worker, supporting transparent assessment and education
of workers. Our system was built start-to-finish in two weeks, and we collected
approximately 44,000 labels for about $40 US.
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Introduction

Internet-based crowdsourcing is transforming traditional labor practices for many common data processing tasks [1,11]. To date, statistical quality assurances to crowdsourcing have predominantly focused on offline label aggregation approaches, where labels
are first obtained and only aggregated afterward. While this permits a simple staged
approach, with minimal coupling between label collection and aggregation stages it
precludes dynamic optimization of labeling effort, meaning the same labeling effort is
expended on all examples without regard to varying example difficulty or variable skill
of the workforce. In contrast, Welinder and Perona proposed an online approach which
integrates label collection with aggregation, dynamically evaluating both aggregated labels and workers as labels are collected [17]. While under some assumptions the online
approach offers no benefit over offline [8], in general the greater flexibility of the online
approach provides additional opportunities for optimization. We describe a variant of
Welinder and Perona’s approach which we apply to the IRAT task of collecting image
relevance judgments. This enables us to reduce effort on simple examples, dynamically
request additional labels for uncertain examples, and identify trusted workers.
As in Welinder and Perona’s approach, we adopt a completely unsupervised method.
While supervised methods tend to outperform unsupervised methods for a variety of
tasks, including aggregation of noisy crowdsourcing labels, gold data required for supervised training is typically assumed to be expensive to create. This is particularly true
in a crowdsourcing scenario, where supervised approaches require constant creation of

new gold labels to avoid common forms of online fraud based on worker memorization
and sharing of gold answers (when gold is reused across runs instead of being renewed).
To collect labels via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service, we created a cohesive and
cost-effective relevance judging interface which groups together a large set of images
needing to be judged for the same search topic. As part of this interface, we also required
that workers self-report judgment confidence; while we use this confidence data in our
data collection process, primarily the confidence data still awaits further analysis.
To educate and retain trusted workers, we also experiment with a communication
strategy which provides crowd workers with individualized error reports, as well as
bonuses tied to a metric in these reports. The individualized error reports include a variety of performance measures and an illustrative visual plot. Again, substantive analysis
of these reports and corresponding bonusing policy remains forthcoming.
The question of appropriate payment for crowdsourcing tasks remains complicated
and unresolved. To date, the question has been framed predominantly in terms of how to
optimize production (e.g., quality and speed relative to cost). While this simple framing
is incomplete, even it presents a host of interacting concerns. A variety of crowdsourcing studies have explored such concerns [10,3], and a far larger body of work in other
fields (e.g., psychology, economics, business) has considered the general question of
appropriate payment beyond the crowdsourcing context. Beyond optimizing production, however, the questions raises other, broader considerations one must wrestle with,
spanning ethics, economic sustainability, and legal regulation [7,14,18,1,4]. Like Irani
et al., we do resolve these broader concerns but believe it important to acknowledge
them to promote community awareness and provoke ongoing discussion.
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Image Relevance Assessment Task (IRAT)

IRAT represents one of the two shared tasks in the 2012 TREC Crowdsourcing Track.
The task requires collection of topical, binary relevance judgments for approximately
20K topic-image pairs spanning a total of 89 topics. 69 of these topics are taken from
the ImageCLEF 2009 evaluation campaign, with 200 Belga images per topic needing
to be judged. The remaining 20 topics come from the ImageCLEF 2012 evaluation
campaign, with 300 MIRFLICKR images per topic to be judged. In sum, a total of
69*200 + 20*300 = 19,800 topic-image pairs required judging.
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Relevance Judging Interface

Figure 1 shows our judging interface for an example topic and image set. We implemented this interface as an external Human Intelligence Task (HIT) hosted on our own
webserver, allowing us greater design flexibility than possible using Amazon’s predefined internal HIT widgets, with the additional benefit of avoiding fraudulent robot
workers built for Amazon’s standard interface widgets. Each HIT includes up to 100
images (25 rows of 4 columns) to be judged for a given topic. The topic is described in
the top of the HIT page, and each image is displayed at the entry of the table which is
composed of 4 columns by 25 rows.

Fig. 1. Our judging interface for the image relevance assessment task. Each crowdsourcing task
includes up to 100 images which need to be judged for a given search topic, whose description
appears at top. Each judgment requires selecting the relevant or non-relevant option via a radio
button, as well as reporting a likert-scale confidence score for each judgment via a drop-down list.
Confidence options range from 5 (very confident) to 1 (very unsure). Both the radio button and
drop-down list are initialized without a selection to avoid any possible bias in default selection.

Several years ago, we collected crowd judgments for the TREC 2010 Relevance
Feedback Track [2,15,5]. For that task, we designed the relevance judging interface to
display 5 documents at a time for a given topic, and we paid roughly a $0.01 per judgment. If we had reused this same design here for our 20K topic-image pairs, collecting
only a single judgment per example would have cost roughly $200. For this task, however, we expected that judging image relevance would be easier, faster, and more fun
for workers than making text-based relevance judgments, and many image thumbnails
can easily be placed on the same page. As a result, our revised HIT design further optimized production for this task by using 100 images per page with $0.05 offered per HIT,
1
th the cost of the original design). While we cannot yet
or $0.01 per 20 judgments ( 20
comment on judgment accuracy, we can report HITs were still accepted and completed
quickly, with satisfied workers to the best of our knowledge.
Because many images could be easily accommodated on a single, cohesive task
page, judges could also see a broad spectrum of images in making relative decisions

on relevance, and we expected (but have not yet evaluated) that this would reduce
judging effort similar to prior studies showing pair-wise preference judging to be easier than making item-at-a-time absolute relevance judgments. Images could also be
judged in any arbitrary order (e.g., one could simply judge images left-to-right, or first
find and mark relevant images and then return to mark each remaining image as nonrelevant). In addition to the common crowdsourcing question of how to determine optimal pay (according to some external performance criteria [10] along with other considerations [14,4]), it would be interesting to study how exposing judges to more or fewer
images in parallel impacts satisfaction, effort, relative judgments, and the judges’ own
self-developed criteria for deciding topical relevance. We also wonder how workers’
different judgment ordering or other assessment practices affect performance metrics.
In regard to design, we intentionally have no default setting for the radio selection
of relevant vs. non-relevant in order to avoid any bias in default behavior and so that
equal effort is required for selecting either option [9]. However, even such a simple
design decision opens a variety of questions for further study. For example, with no
default option, how does the extra effort involved affect task completion time, worker
satisfaction (enjoyment, recruitment, and retention), task pricing, and/or quality of the
actual relevance judgments. As a point of contrast, we note CrowdFlower’s interface for
content moderation (another binary judgment task) sets the dominant class as the default
selection, thereby requiring workers to click only on examples of the less frequent class.
Raykar et al. [12] measured worker performance via sensitivity (true positive rate)
and specificity (1-false positive rate). Following this, Raykar and Yu [13] proposed
the following single “spammer” metric as a function of sensitivity and specificity: A
novel aspect of our data collection in general is having workers self-report confidence
of each judgment, which obviously has potential to further inform automatic analysis
and aggregation of collected labels. This poses a variety of similar questions for further
study. For example, collecting these confidence scores requires twice as much clicking
for the worker, which introduces similar tradeoffs. How do we balance the tradeoff
between simply collecting more judgments without confidence scores vs. collecting
fewer judgments and requiring confidence self-reporting? Perhaps most critically, how
informative and useful are the self-reported confidence scores once collected? While
we make use of these confidence scores in our iterative data collection algorithm, this
analysis remains for our future work.
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Evaluating Workers and Establishing Trust
spammer(w) =

krecall(r) + specif icity(s) − 1k
√
2

Figure 2 presents a visualization of this metric with additional explanation. We adopt
this as our primary metric for evaluating worker performance, with a parameter minimum threshold for establishing trust. Because our approach is completely unsupervised, workers are evaluated with respect to “pseudo-gold” produced by aggregating
judgments of other workers. A worker must also complete a minimum number of judgments on pseudo-gold to become trusted, a simple surrogate for a confidence interval
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Fig. 2. Raykar and Yu’s spammer metric for evaluating annotator performance (copied from [13]).
As similarly noted by Ipeirotis [6], it is important to distinguish a worker’s labeling errors arising
from consistent (correctable) biases vs. errors representing unrecoverable noise. In general, we
desire worker labels to be strongly correlated to true labels (either directly or inversely; in the
latter case we merely flip worker predictions). In contrast, uncorrelated labels offer little value.
Accuracy as a metric is also less meaningful when classes (e.g., binary relevant and non-relevant
classes) are significantly imbalanced. For example, if only 10% of images are relevant, 90%
accuracy can be achieved by simply labeling all images as non-relevant. In contrast with accuracy,
Raykar’s spammer metric is similar in spirit (though different in implementation) to measuring
average recall across classes in order to limit the influence of the dominant class. A perfect worker
would be located at [0,1], a perfectly inverse worker at [1,0], and constant workers (all examples
assigned to the same class) at [0,0] and [1,1], respectively. The spammer score is defined as the
distance from the diagonal y = x to a worker’s score (1 − s, r), indicating degree of correlation
between the worker’s labels and the true class assignments.

to bound our measurement error in estimating the worker’s spammer score based on his
observed judgments.
The spammer score and trust also had two other consequences for a worker. Firstly,
workers achieving a spammer score of at least 0.80 received a bonus explicitly and proportionately tied to that score. For example, a worker making 1,000 relevance judgments
with spammer score of 0.80 earned a bonus of $4 (1, 000 × $0.005 × 0.80). Secondly,
only trusted workers received personalized error reports, as shall be later discussed.
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Online Crowdsourcing Algorithm

Figure 3 depicts our online data collection algorithm via a flow diagram. Our algorithm
has two parts, as shown in the diagram: (a) label collection and (b) worker evaluation.
We partition the set of examples E into several subsets of increasing size in order to
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Fig. 3. A flow diagram depicts our unsupervised, iterative algorithm for online data collection.
The set of input examples to be judged E (topic-image pairs) is partitioned into m ordered subsets
of progressively larger size. Data is collected in stages corresponding to each partition, allowing later stages to benefit from trusted workers identified earlier. To begin each stage, 2k relevance judgments per example are collected via an open call to all crowd workers. If both the
Jaccard agreement between collected labels and the average judgment confidence exceed parameter thresholds, the aggregate label is then accepted into the “pseudo-gold” set and no additional
judgments are requested. However, if the label remains ambiguous and we have not exceeded our
per-example labeling budget, we then iteratively: 1) collect an additional label via an open call to
known, trusted workers; 2) perform the same test as above; and 3) repeat until the aggregate label
is accepted or the labeling budget is exceeded. Trusted workers are identified using a random
subset of pseudo-gold examples. For each pseudo-gold example selected, 2k additional labels
are requested via an open call to any non-trusted workers. We then evaluate each worker’s individual performance on the set of labeled examples given the pseudo-gold labels. If the worker
judges a minimum number of examples and achieves a spammer score exceeding a parameter
threshold, the worker is then promoted into the set of trusted workers. A labeling effort tradeoff
exists between exploration to identify trusted workers (i.e., collecting more labels on pseudo-gold
examples), and exploitation to collect more labels for ambiguous examples.

collect labels in a gradual and incremental way. The algorithm is initialized with three
empty sets: pseudo-gold labels P , ambiguous examples A, and trusted workers W .
The process starts by obtaining an even number (2k) of independent labels Le =
e e
e
{l1 , l2 , ..., l2k
} from crowd workers. Next, it measures the level of agreement J(Le )
between obtained labels using the Jaccard similarity coefficient J computed between
labels sets (the size of the intersection over the size of their union, as in [16]). In
addition, we leverage self-reported judgment confidence scores reported by workers
C e = {ce1 , ce2 , ..., ce2k }.
If these two measures (J(Le ), avg(C e )) exceed predefined thresholds, the example
e’s labels are aggregated by simple majority voting and added to the pseudo-gold set P .
Otherwise, the example e is considered ambiguous and more judgments are collected.
Specifically, we ask our pool of trusted workers for an additional label for the example. We then again test for agreement and promote the example to pseudo-gold if
sufficient agreement is observed, and if not, continue to iterate until either agreement
is reached or we exceed a annotation budget limit, in which case we give up on the
example and output it in the ambiguous set.
The second part of the online algorithm shown in Figure 3(b) is worker evaluation.
We measure the performance of a new worker w over the set of pseudo-ground truth
labels which is constructed in the previous partition of examples. Thus, this process does
not work in the first partition since no pseudo-ground truth is ready. When a pseudoground truth set P is not empty, it measures each new worker w over pseudo-ground
truth labels in P . If a worker’s performance exceeds a given threshold αper , this worker
is qualified for a trusted worker and added into the trusted worker pool W . This process
iterates until a set of example partitions are empty or the number of obtained labels
for each example exceeds a predefined threshold. Finally, it produces a set of pseudoground truth labels Pm along with a pool of trusted workers Wm .
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Personalized Error Reports and Worker Education

Another unique aspect of our approach was the automatic generation of individualized
error reports for each crowd worker. Figure 4 shows an example personalized error
report which shows worker accuracy, precision, recall, specificity, and LAM (logistic
average mis-classification), along with a ROC plot including Raykar and Yu’s spammer
score [13]. Error reports were implemented as an interactive Google Web App Component hosted on our webserver, which workers could inspect and explore to better
understand how they were being evaluated and which of their judgments were automatically determined to be incorrect. Only trusted workers were sent these reports, as
they were the workers we most wanted to train and retain, and with whom we hoped
to foster relationships. We also wished to minimize risks of cheating by other workers,
since gold answers disclosed in the error report were sometimes reused later.
These error reports raise a variety of research questions for which additional analysis is still needed. For example, the current reports are extremely dense with very
technical information; how much of this is clearly understood by the workers, and how
could we both better pare down what information is included and better convey this
information to laymen? One worker wrote, “What’s the meaning of this plot?” Another

worker wrote, “This one is useful to figure out what I’ve done.” How much attention
do workers give such reports and what parts of them are most useful? Finally, how do
such error reports actually impact the bottom line (task performance, education and
improvement, enjoyment, retention, etc.)?
Taking a step back, these error reports might be seen as a very simple form of
educational assessment with workers as online students. Whereas crowd work today
(particularly micro-work) predominantly involves simple tasks and/or using workers’
existing skill sets rather than further developing workers’ skills, we forsee a not-todistant future in which online education and crowd work converge in exciting ways
to deliver more scalable education and integrate vocational practice into educational
curriculum [1]. After all, crowd work inherently involves training (learning) and assessment, as workers often need to acquire new skills to perform new tasks, before or
in the midst of performing the actual work. Workers may also polish and refine existing skills while completing more familiar tasks. Requesters must continually engage in
quality assurance. Such a training-assessment cycle of work offers potentially exciting
synergies with online, education by-doing. For example, DuoLingo (duolingo.com) explores this direction for foreign language learning. This idea can be generalized much
further; for example, content generation tasks could be designed to better assess and enhance writing skills. Tracking and mining of work history could support personalized
instruction and feedback, as well as recommending new tasks and learning modules. As
workers master new skills and are assessed, badges or credentials could document this
proficiency so that others can recognize and utilize this enhanced skill set.
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Evaluation

The set of all examples (topic-image pairs) was partitioned into four subsets of increasing size; 5%, 15%, 30% and 50%. In order for an aggregate label to be accepted by the
system as pseudo-gold, we used a Jaccard similarity coefficient of J >= 0.67 and average judgment-confidence score of 4.0. With regard to worker evaluation, if a worker’s
spammer score s(w) >= 0.5 over at least 100 judgments, the worker was promoted to
trusted status (the threshold 0.5 indicates that a sum of recall r and specificity s should
be approximately 1.7.
Figure 5 (a) shows the variations of number of pseudo-ground truth labels vs. ambiguous examples over four partitions of the example set in the experiments. The ratios
of ambiguous examples across the partitions are very similar regardless of the size of
examples in the each step. It varies from 18.7% to 21.5%, which indicates that each step
does not affect the ratio of ambiguous examples over steps in this experiment. Next Figure 5 (b) presents the increase of the number of trusted workers over the partitions of
the example set. The number of trusted workers increased over the steps based on the
threshold (αspam = 0.5). The ratios of trusted workers vs. all workers across the steps
vary from 21% ~28%.
The proposed algorithm obtains the different number of labels for each example
until the predefined threshold is achieved. Figure 6 shows the distribution of labels
collected per example, showing 80% of examples were accepted as pseudo-gold after

only two judgments. Only 1% of examples required more than three judgments before
being accepted as pseudo-gold.
We did not explicitly request worker feedback given our short timeframe but did
receive some anecdotal comments which are mildly suggestive of worker satisfaction:
“I like this one”, “Good job”, “Great”. In addition to the worker comments on the error
report mentioned earlier, another worker asked, “How do I get a bonus?”, suggesting
the bonusing policy did attract interest but still wasn’t sufficiently clear.
Finally, we give a breakdown of the total cost of our data collection. As discussed
earlier, each of our HITs includes 100 images, and we pay $0.05 per HIT (excluding
Amazon’s 10% overhead rate, which raises actual cost to $0.055 per HIT). $22 was
paid for the label collection (44, 000 labels/100 × 0.05) , and $5 was paid for worker
evaluation to identify trusted workers (10, 000 labels/100 × 0.05). Finally, we awarded
a bonus to 4 trusted workers totaling $10 based on our bonusing policy (judgments per
worker w × $0.005 × spammer score s(w)). In total, $22 + $5 + $10 = $37.
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Conclusion

Our approach was characterized by four factors: 1) an interface for cohesive, efficient
topic-based relevance judging and reporting judgment confidence; 2) a variant of Welinder and Perona’s method for online crowdsourcing [17]; 3) a completely unsupervised
approach; and 4) automatic generation of individualized error reports for each crowd
worker. Our prototype system was built start-to-finish in two weeks, approximately
44,000 labels were collected for about $40 US, and the experience helped us to identify
many interesting research questions which will be fruitful for further study.
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Fig. 4. A screenshot of an example individualized error report of a given worker’s performance
(the worker’s ID is intentionally occluded in the screenshot). Such error reports are automatically
generated for each worker and output as an interactive Google Web App Component that is hosted
on our webserver. The top-left panel shows a set of numerical metrics characterizing the worker’s
performance. The top-right panel shows a ROC plot (recall vs. 1-specificity) visualization. The
bottom panel provides a listing of the worker’s specific mistakes (based on pseudo-gold aggregate
labels. This listing promotes transparent performance assessment and allows workers to report
any errors they find. Requesters can easily browse performance across individual workers as
well as aggregate statistics. Workers are notified of the URL to their individual error reports via
the Mechanical Turk API, though to avoid subsequent cheating on disclosed gold, only trusted
workers are notified. Additional security measures are needed to ensure each worker’s error report
is only accessible to the given worker.
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Fig. 5. The stacked bar plot in Figure (a) (left) shows the relative ratio of examples requiring only
the minimal two judgments to achieve “pseudo-gold” status vs. “ambiguous” examples requiring
more than two judgments to resolve ambiguity in each stage of data collection. Similarly, line
plots in Figure (b) (right) show the relative ratio of trusted workers vs. all workers per stage. Since
pseudo-gold from Stage 1 is used to identify trusted workers for Stage 2, no trusted workers exist
in Stage 1 (total workers for Stage 1 are only omitted due to lack of trusted workers for contrast).
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Fig. 6. The distribution of judgments collected per example. For 80% of examples, two judgments
suffice to establish the aggregate label. Other examples were labeled iteratively until either accepted as pseudo-gold (i.e., achieving high agreement between judges and judgment confidence
scores) or until the per-example maximum label budget of 5 was reached. Only 1% of examples
required more than three judgments before being accepted as pseudo-gold.

